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Example

is where the hyphen indicates.

(21) In the following three- and four-vowel settings END PD.

extracted. A plus sign

shows any overwriting vowel.

(22) If there are two International phonetic symbols in a

sequence of four-vowels, the second one is always

overwritten by another consonantal symbol. The three

vowel symbols are also only applied to non-

composed words, those which are composed with less

consonants. This vowel notation above is not intended

by any means to indicate a minus or co-vowel setting.

A minus [+c]-setting and co-vowel setting

such as [+c][-c] are not acceptable.

I tense setting occurring only in consonant setting are acceptable.
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The following are examples of the application of Table 12:

A-A
A-A
A-A
A-A
A-A
A-A
A-A
A-A
The list follows:

The following abbreviations have not been included:

[Table or list with abbreviations]

---

The letter contains some actions where the HP instruction is:

[More table or list with actions]